
Queen’s Honour Services



Any worthy person based anywhere in the world who meets the 
criteria, can be nominated for a UK honour such as a BEM, MBE, 
OBE, CBE or knighthood/damehood. 

Anyone can be nominated, but only exceptional people are honoured.

Honours Selection Committees judge a candidate’s merits based on the 
nomination put forward. 

There are two options available to you. You can either complete the nomination 
yourself through the Honours secretariat website https://www.gov.uk/honours, 
which is entirely free of charge. Or you can appoint us to professionally draft the 
nomination for you.

We offer a range of services designed to meet the needs of every Queen’s 
honours candidate – from the committed local community champion, to the 
outstanding entrepreneur, from the leading industry expert to the big-hearted 
philanthropist

Our fees are based on the length of the nomination and the number of support 
letters we take care of, but typically we spend between 100 and 150 hours 
on each nomination. Our support will not only save you valuable time, it will 
significantly increase your chances of success. The average success rate is 
estimated to be just 10% (1 in 10) and our success rate is over 65% (almost two in 
three). We can provide you with all the advice and guidance you need on how 
best to position the nomination to give you the best possible chance of success, 
and then take care of the nomination drafting process and gathering the letters 
of support.



Windsor
This service meets all the minimum requirements for your nomination.  

Inspired by our desire to make the Queen’s honour nomination process as 
accessible to as many worthy people as possible.

Balmoral
For those wanting a longer nomination and additional letters of support 

professionally drafted by our expert consultants.

Sandringham
Our signature service. Designed to meet the needs of nominees with a 

comprehensive background of achievement across a range of areas.

Ultimate
As the name suggests, this service delivers everything our discerning 

clients could wish for in the perfect nomination along with peace of mind.

We offer four Queen’s honour nomination services; Windsor, Balmoral, 
Sandringham and the Ultimate service. “When getting it right matters...”



Windsor

Benefits of choosing our Windsor service
Through a one-to-one meeting you will be able to tell your 
dedicated consultant all about the nominee’s background and 
achievements. They will help you to understand the criteria for 
the different levels of awards and make sure that only the most 
relevant information is included in the nomination.

Your consultant will stay in touch with you throughout the 
process and will let you know of any further information they 
will need for the nomination. They will also undertake their 
own research to ensure nothing is missed out and will provide 
you with 2 professionally crafted letters of support to submit 
with the nomination, in line with the minimum requirements.

With time of the essence, you will be provided with a 
professionally written nomination of up to 2,000 words, 
containing the most important details of the nominee’s 
achievements in approximately 4 weeks.

You will then be ready to send the nomination off to the 
Cabinet Office along with all the letters of support from 
friends, colleagues and members of your community who can 
talk with first-hand experience of the nominee’s achievements.

Our fee (excl. VAT) for this service is: £4,900  GBP
$6,335  * USD

€5,405  * EUR
DH 23,265  * AED

*subject to foreign exchange rate fluctuations



“
“

Balmoral

First we will meet you to find out all 
about the nominee

We feel that getting to know you is an 
important part of the whole nomination 
process, so during a one-to-one meeting 
at your convenience, you will be invited to 
tell your dedicated consultant all about the 
nominee’s background and achievements. 
There’s no need to worry about what they need 
to know; they will make sure they gather all 
the information they need. One of our clients 
recently said:

Benefits of choosing our 
Balmoral service
When you choose our Balmoral service you can 
rest assured that every stage of the Queen’s 
honours process will be taken care of for you.

Next we will take care of five high quality 
letters of support

Our Balmoral service will save you considerable 
time as your dedicated consultant will do all 
the work in gathering five letters of support 
to accompany the nomination.

First they will guide and advise you on who 
would be the best supporters. Then they will 
talk to each supporter to gather their thoughts 

and comments and offer to professionally draft 
their letter ready for them to simply approve, 
print and sign.

To give you an idea of the difference this can 
make to the process and the results, here is 
a recent comment from a Queen’s honour 
supporter:

Your consultant will also undertake their 
own research and will stay in touch with you 
throughout the nomination drafting process, 
letting you know any further information 

Thank you so much for your time and 
patience. I feel so much better now I have 
talked to you. My husband has done so much, 
I really had no idea where to start, but now 
I totally understand how it all works and I’m 
very excited to see the nomination coming 
together.

Finally, we will update your nomination 
after it has been submitted

With a Balmoral nomination we will also 
ensure that your nomination is considered 
with the most up to date information available, 
drafting up to two update letters detailing 
any relevant changes or developments that 
may strengthen the nominee’s case for an 
honour during the 12–18 month judging period.

Thank you so much for preparing this letter 
for me. There is no way that I could have 
expressed the messages within so succinctly 
and elegantly.

they need for the nomination as the project 
develops.

You will be provided with a detailed 
nomination of up to 4,000 words, which 
includes all the information required to give 
the nominee the best possible chance of being 
awarded a Queen’s Honour.

Our fee (excl. VAT) 
for this service is:

£7,900  GBP
$10,215  * USD
€8,715  * EUR

DH 37,505  * AED

*subject to foreign exchange rate fluctuations



Benefits of choosing our Sandringham service
Our signature Sandringham service is designed to meet the needs of those 
with a comprehensive background of achievement across a range of areas 
to give your nominee an outstanding chance of Queen’s honours success.

With all the benefits of the Balmoral service included, the Sandringham 
service will save you an even greater amount of time and will create a 
compelling case for the nominee to receive a Queen’s honour.

Providing up to two one-to-one meetings, the nomination itself will include 
a high level of detail surrounding the nominee’s work and achievements, 
allowing up to 8,000 words to document their long, varied or high-profile 
career as well as including important details on any community, voluntary 
or charitable activities.

In addition to this outstanding nomination, the Sandringham service 
allows your nominee to have up to 15 high quality letters of support 
professionally handled by your consultant, creating a compelling case for 
all levels of honour or for an upgrade to a previous honour. Furthermore, 
because we understand that the impact of your nominee’s work and 
achievements doesn’t stop the moment their nomination gets submitted 
to the Cabinet Office, we will also professionally draft up to three update 
letters during the 12–18 month consideration period to ensure that their 
case is considered on the most current information possible.

Sandringham

Our fee (excl. VAT) for this service is: £14,900  GBP
$19,260  * USD
€16,435* EUR

DH 70,735  * AED

*subject to foreign exchange rate fluctuations



Ultimate

Benefits of choosing our Ultimate service
As the name suggests, this service is for our discerning 
clients, delivering everything you could wish for in the 
perfect nomination. 

With as many meetings as necessary included, no 
upper word limit or restriction on the length of the 
nomination or number of support letters and update 
letters we craft for you, your nominee will enjoy the best 
possible chance of success.

You will also benefit from the personal direction and 
input of our CEO, Mark Llewellyn-Slade, throughout the 
experience. Mark is widely considered to be the world’s 
leading authority on the Queen’s honour process and 
he will work with you and your dedicated consultant to 
guide your nomination personally.

The Ultimate service is by invitation only, due to Mark’s 
time constraints, and there may be a waiting list.

Our fee (excl. VAT) for this service is: £40,000  GBP
$51,710  * USD

€44,125* EUR
DH 189,900  * AED

*subject to foreign exchange rate fluctuations
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Testimonials

If you would like our advice or guidance on the most suitable service for your nominee just call 
one of our experts today on +44 (0) 1444 230130 or email enquiries@awardsintelligence.co.uk

All images courtesy of PA Images; individuals pictured are not necessarily clients of Awards Intelligence.

Many thanks to you and your team for helping us to get mum’s 
work recognised. She (and we) had a fabulous day and were 
delighted that Prince Charles really appeared to know who she 
was and what she had achieved.

Son & Daughter of an MBE Recipient, Birthday Honours List

My thanks for making this outcome possible. That envelope just 
takes your breath away. You really did make the difference.

Recipient of a CBE, New Year Honours List 2020

Great work. You saved me so much time and I would never have 
been able to produce a submission that compelling.

Business Contact of a CBE Recipient, New Year Honours List

Thanks for drafting such a professional nomination. You offer a 
truly outstanding service. I’m so glad my wife and I found you 
before she submitted the nomination. You are a great listener 
and an excellent writer. You made me sound brilliant.

Recipient of an OBE, New Year Honours List
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